Mint copy of Los Leones, originally issued in 1893
at the time of the Columbian Exposition and
continued thereafter for Spanish speaking
customers playing their traditional games.
Original wrapper [never came with a box] is torn
and has a flap missing.

Nice example of one of those relatively obscure
USPC issues made between 1900 and the start of
WWI. It has a neat Joker. This copy is missing its
box but has been housed in a special 52+J "Pack
Jacket"! Low minimum, so bid away!

One of the most spectacular decks ever made by a
US maker, this deck commemorates the Triple
Alliance of Germany, Austria, Russia & Italy
[replaced Russia]. Courts are personages from those
countries. Shiny illuminated courts, pips, Ace &
Joker. Fabulous!

This fine copy is still sealed in its glassine wrapper
and comes in a mint box. In addition it has an
interesting collectable back with a protrait of an
Indian's head in a circle in the middle of the card
surrounded by an intricate blue design. Nice!

A War deck with WWI personages depicted that
Include George V, King Victor Manuel III, Presidents
Wilson and Poincare and generals Joffre, Foch,
Cadorna and Hakg. The scenic aces depict battle
areas. The top flap of the box is detached.

Box reads in gold below a gold cross - Thursday
Jan. 16, 1919. This is the day the US Congress
passed the 18th amendment to the Constitution imposing Prohibition on the country effective Jan.
17. Why did USPC 'commemorate' this day? Why the
gold cross?
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This is one of the harder to find Exposition decks
issued in the early 1890's. 52 + Joker complete and
it comes with the extra King of Hearts. Two cards
have minor paper loss; C10 has a bend and D2 has
a cut. Box is worn. Reasonable minimum bid!

